FINANCING CIRCULAR BUSINESS
THROUGH THE PANDEMIC
CBA Webinar with a workshop, 21st May 2020

10.30 (Part I)
15.30 (Part II)
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Organisers
Gm - Circular Business Academy

Public fund for human respurses development of the Republic of Slovenia

Jurij Giacomelli, Founder and managing director, Gm & CBA
jurij@giacomellimedia.com
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WELCOME TO THE TRAINING PROGRAMME
„COMPETENT SLOVENIA“
THIS WEBINAR IS A PART OF A DEVELOPMENT PROJECT TITLED: „COMPETENCE CENTERS
FOR HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT“ (KOC 3.0).
THE DEVELOPMENT PROJECT IS FINANCED BY THE EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND AND THE
SLOVENIAN MINISTRY OF LABOUR, FAMILY, SOCIAL AFFAIRS AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES.
IN COOPERATION WITH EXPERT PARTNERS THE PUBLIC FUND FOR HR DEVELOPMENT
IMPLEMENTS TRAININGS, PROMOTES SOFT SKILLS AND ENTERPRENEURIAL KNOWLEDGE.

PARTICIPATION AT THIS TRAINING PROGRAMME IS FREE OF CHARGE.

Dedicated knowledge platform
enabling entrepreneurs,
managers, experts, investors and
policy-makers to embrace

circular business model

innovation by creating,
exchanging and sharing specific
competence and thrive on the
civilisational paradigm shift.
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Why CBA: Focus on business model transformations
Assist managers to master business transformations of from linar to
circular;

FORMATS:

Offer support to entrepreneurs in the development of circular
businesses and seize their circular potential;

KNOWLEDGE SHARING,
TRAINING, AND BEST
PRACTICRES; ADVISORY
AND MENTORSHIP

Develop competencies and skills needed to embrace circular business
models and support implementation;
Facilitate investment decisions into sustainable business and facilitate
financing of sustainable projects;

INCUBATION OF
SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION
ECOSYSTREMS

FINANCING FACILITATION
Promote best practices and develop learning tools.
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Purpose of the webinar and key questions
How does the pandemic and the global economic downturn affect the financing of circular opportunities?
What will be the consequences? Are we prepared?
What is the role of banks in the time of the pandemic? What is the role of private investors in these times?

How to approach them?
How can sustainable firms, who are developing circular business models pursue their course in the uncertain
economic conditions? Have opportunities for investors in circular and sustainable businesses improved with
the pandemic? If yes, why and in what terms?
We will focus on challenges that circular transformation and development of circular business models face in
the times of the pandemic.
Participants will learn to use a new tool, Circularity Assessment Score, or CAS, which helps the companies in
defining their level of circularity and the type of a business model from the point of departure in managing risks
and searching for the most appropriate forms of financing.
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Speakers
Violeta Bulc, European Commissioner for Transport
(2014-2019), entrepreneur, manager, advisor, lecturer
and author
Francesco Ferrero, Head of EIB Group Office for
Slovenia
Slaven Mičković, Experienced risk manager, Abanka
Karin Huber Heim, Academic Programme Director, MSc
Sustainability and Responsible Management at the
University of Applied Sciences BFI Vienna

Luigi Amati, CEO, Meta Group and President of
Business Angels Europe
Peter Groznik, CEO, MSIN and partner at NorthGrant
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House rules
The webinar is held in two parts. Don‘t forget to come back after lunch (15.30).
Please, participate, be active, use the chat box. There will be time available for a discussion. And
when you don‘t speak, please, mute your microphone.

You are kindly invited to compile the QuCAS Questionnaire during the break. You will find it here:
https://www.circularbusiness.academy/
Please provide us feedback after the end of the webinar.
The webinar is being recorded. All materials will be available from CBA website after the webinar.
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The pandemic, resilience and sustainable development

Violeta Bulc, European Commissioner for Transport (2014-2019), entrepreneur, manager, advisor,
lecturer and author

How does the pandemic and the global economic downturn affect the financing of sustainable and
circular opportunities? - - Will the social and economic consequences of the pandemic accelerate
the adoption of a sustainable management concept? - - How is the EU prepared for such a crisis?
What makes the EU more resilient, what makes it less responsive than other world economies?
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Investment commitment by the ECB and the role of the banking sector in this
pandemic?
Francesco Ferrero, Head of EIB Group Office for Slovenia

What is the role of the banking system in this pandemic? - - What is the „green“ way out of the
crisis and what role plays the European Investment Bank in this delicate stage? - - How should
manmagers, entrepreneurs and investors take part in it?
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Time for questions
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How to communicate with banks and other financial intermediaries
and present your sustainable and circular business project?
(Integrating Circular-related Risks into Banks’ Capital Requirements)
A view of a risk manager

Slaven Mičković, Experienced risk manager, Abanka
What will a bank want to know about your business model? - - Recommendations to present
your sustainable and circular project
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Sustainability governance – Elements of a new business excellence
Karin Huber Heim, Academic Programme Director, MSc Sustainability and Responsible
Management at the University of Applied Sciences BFI Vienna
What is the role of board members, top and middle management in steering circular
transformations? - - What brings real commitment to the implementation of sustainable
innovation and a circular business model? - - How a direction to going circular is translated into
a consistent action? - - How do we monitor progress?
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Some more time for your questions
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Part II
FINANCING CIRCULAR BUSINESS THROUGH THE PANDEMIC
CBA Webinar with a workshop, 21st May 2020
15.30 (Part II)
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How can we support
entrepreneurs, investors,
facilitators and financial
intermediaries to accelerate the
circular trasition and do good
business?
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We are looking for more circular
frontrunners like Aquafil…!

A circular transition is a complex social process. Nobody
can get there alone.
Why?

The Circular
Triangle
depicting the
three
dimensions of
the circular
transition

Circular transition: an evolutionary process
- A multi-level economy- business- and
societal (cultural) transformation
Innovation is imperative: it is embedded into
the sustainability mindset:
- Absolute limitations of resources
- Rethinking of the business purpose
End of growth as we know it: absolute
planetary boundaries come before welbeing
(welfare) and that comes before growth
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Focus on business models
Seven implications of
circular business model
transformation

Adapted from „Business model canvas“ (source: Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010).
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Circularity Assessment Score
In order to evaluate the relationship between the circular
transformation of a business model and the value creation in
a firm, we have to understand the nature of the circular
transformation and its impact on the economic value
creation.
Value creation os a future-orientated category. But the
future is uncertain. We need to deal with the uncertainty in
a proper way, by taking into account both linear and circular
risks.

Circularity Assessment Score is intellectual property of Gm (CBA).
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Please, get your own Circularity Assessment Score
In order to evaluate the relationship
between the circular transformation
of a business model and the value
creation in a firm, we have to
understand the nature of the circular

transformation and its impact on the
economic value creation.

Please, make your own QuCAS
Circularity Assessment Score is intellectual property of
Gm (CBA).

during the break.
https://www.circularbusiness.academy/
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Report
Example:
Valtex, d. o. o.
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QuCAS Feedback

Jurij Giacomelli, Founder and Managing Director of Gm and Circular Business Academy
Looking into the early aggregate results QuCAS and general feedback to those participants
who have compiled the on-line questionnaire.
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Circularity Assessment Score: The approach
We can assess the increase of the economic value with the improvement of
the firms’ profitability (multiple measures), competitiveness, level of
internationalisation and the total factor productivity. However, to evaluate
the degree of circularity, we the apply Circularity assessment model.
Unlike the economy as a whole, for a firm to be considered circular, that
is, to practice a circular business model, it does not need to maximise its
capability to recover and regenerate resources deployed within its own
value-creating processes.

Circularity Assessment Score is intellectual
property of Gm (CBA).

Circularity as a firm’s strategic orientation, exercised through the
functioning of an organisation according to circular business models, is
manifested by a set of capabilities to contribute to the circular economy.
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Practical, universally representative measurement of the
ability to closing, narrowing or slowing the loops
The ability to boost circular potential of a firm‘s business model and to seize this
potential to the maximum extent is manifested by a consistent set of
competencies, relations, organisational and management practices, aiming at
such a desired effect.
On one hand, the circularity potential of a business model can be consistently
evaluated across the firm’s value chain (circular potential), while on the other
hand, its actual level depends on the managerial abilities and overall
organisational practices to seize the business model potential (commitment).

Circularity Assessment Score is intellectual
property of Gm (CBA).

Here is why the Circularity assessment model figures as a useful measurement
construct (or a tool) of the firm’s circularity, considered its composite
characteristic, represented by a score, which is a result of this measurement,
focused on the evaluation of a firm’s business model.
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Assessing the circularity potential along the value
chain
Product lifecycle
extensions

Circular
supplies

SUPPLY

PRODUCTION

LOGISTICS

DESIGN

Sharing
platforms

MARKETING
AND SALES

PRODUCT
USE

Product as a
service

END OF LIFE
REDUNDANCY

REVERSE
LOGISTICS

REDUNDANDCY OR
DISPOSAL

ANOTHER PRODUCTION LOOP

Resource
recovery

It is crucial to
understand
the typlogy of
linear and
circular risks
in a circular
transformation
process.

Important:
we assess the potential
of the current business
model along the stages
of the value chain and
not the current state of
affairs…!

Adapted by Circular Advantage, Accenture, 2014
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Assessing commitment to the circular transformation
Five components:
1.

Clear circular objectives set and agreed in the planning process (yearly, strategic…)

2.

People dedicated to the circular transformation with clear accountability and award
system for knowledge acquisition, competences development, transformation
activities, pilot projects …

3.

Organisation adapted to reach set objectives in its structure („pancakes“ instead of
pyramids“) and capabilities, particularly the one of collaboration

4.

Finances (budget) allocated

5.

Activities monitored and reported

Degree of seniority: project / department /division / corporation / supervisory board……
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Circularity assessment matrix of a hypothetical example
as deployed at SID banka

An example deriving from the
current model developed for and in use at – SID banka
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Circular Business Model Profile
Design
Oblikovanje
Reverse logistics
Povratna
logistika

Procurement
and inputs
Nabava
in inputi

Odmet
ob koncuredundancy
življenjske
End-of-life
dobe
and disposal

Proizvodnja
Production (Operations)

Uporaba
izdelka
(storitve)
Product
or service
use

Logistika
Logistics
Marketingand
in prodaja
Marketing
sales

An example of
the circular
business model
profile by
Valtex‘s Newco

Some feedback

CAS Map

Circular Assessment Score

Circular business model potential:

21,7 out of 50

Commitment to the circular transformation:

23,1 out of 50

Total QuCAS

44,8 out of 100

:

Your company is in an early stage of the circular transformation.

Average score:

23.1 / 23.4

46.5 out of 100

Company: Sustainable Food Movement Greece
Country: Greece
Appraiser’s name and surname: Katerina Skarpelou
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Some feedback (2)

CAS Map

QuCAS Map

Company: Sustainable Food Movement Greece

Company: GOR-DOL d.o.o.

Country: Greece

Country: Slovenia

Appraiser’s name and surname: Katerina

Appraiser’s name and surname: Sonja Škufca

Skarpelou
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Recommendations for financing your circular business
I.

Do your CAS regularly. Monitor your progress.

II.

Structure your presentation / project financing proposal according to your partial CAS scores.

III.

Explain your strong points by using the Circular business model profile.

IV.

Evaluate both circular and linear risks and explain your strengths in risk mitrigation.

V.

Forecast and explain the relationship between the chosen business model and expected cash flows.

VI.

Adapt your financing needs to your cash flow:

VII. Come back next time and keep improving..!
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Questions?
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The role of the angel investor in pioneering circular opportunities: three hardest
questions to be asked to the entrepreneurs
Luigi Amati, CEO, Meta Group and President of Business Angels Europe
What is the role of an angel investor in bringing the innovation to market? - - What are specific
questions that concern angel investors with regard to sustainable and circular innovations? - hard questions to entrepreneurs and investors by an experienced investor and CEO of a leading
European innovation advisory and investment group
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Crisis management and circular investment opportunities
Peter Groznik, CEO, MSIN and partner at NortgGrant
When do circular businesses become recognised as undervalued investment opportunities? –
Observations of a rigorous finance professional
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Debate and Conclusions
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THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING AT THE TRAINING
PROGRAMME COMPETENT SLOVENIA!
YOU WILL RECEIVE AN EMAIL WITH A SURVEY ON SATISFACTION WITH TODAY‘S
TRAINING. WE KINDLY ASK YOU TO PROVIDE FEEDBACK FROM THIS WEBINAR. WITH
YOUR HELP WE WILL BE ABLE TO CONTINUE ORGANISING EVENTS WITH QUALITY
CONTENT .
THE KOC 3.0 PROJECT TEAM WISHES YOU SUCCESSFULL APPLICATION OF NEWLY
ACQUIRED KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS!

www.circularbusiness.academy

